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PRIMER PREMIO 
Hopes of Blue 

Inés Guerra Domínguez 
 
At last, he had drowned in peace. There was nothing more to witness than 
a caressing blue softness and submarine silence, until a gentle whale 
melody came greeting tenderly the flickering flame of his soul and restored 
its light to his natural peers that, for him, had cried the ocean. 
 
 
 
ACCÉSIT 

Monastic Gathering 
Raúl Martín Santana  

 
The night mass ended and it’s time to sleep. The monks promptly retreated 
to their sleeping quarters. He moved so quietly, His hooves just above the 
ground. “What an unexpected meeting”, He bleated to Himself. When He 
entered the room, all the black candles were already lit. He was expected. 
 
 
 
ACCÉSIT 

No One Stands at Night 
Rocío Fernández Álvarez 

 
As we were walking down the road after the party, we touched. In the blink 
of an eye, our tongues collided and, after rolling on the ground, my body 
was bathed in his sweat. The cars were passing by so fast that no one could 
hear me screaming for help. 



 
MENCIÓN ESPECIAL 

I Wish I Were Rich 
Javier Martín García 

 
Tom decided to spend £20 on a lottery ticket. One day, while he was at 
home, he decided to watch the results of the lottery on TV. So unlucky was 
the man that the TV had broken down. Tom was the winner, but he never 
knew it. Poor ‘rich’ man! 
  
 
 
MENCIÓN ESPECIAL 
 

Goodbye is a Hard Word to Pronounce 
Yamila Tolosa Long 

 
I felt her heart beating next to mine, our souls were aligned. Worthless was 
my love pray, it was certainly not enough to make her stay. One last time, I 
kissed her lips and solemnly, left the white room, while the doctor 
unplugged the machine which would bring her doom. 


